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TURN  
ZAYANTE �£240
Happy threesome

Weight 742g  Crank length 172.5mm  
Chainrings 52/36  Axle 30mm alloy

Praxis Works has developed an excellent 
reputation for its converter bottom 
brackets and durable, slick-shifting cold 
forged rings. These cranks ‘Turn’ them 
into a complete package. While the hollow 
forged arms are relatively heavy they 
combine with the fixed 30mm axle to feel 
impressively stiff however hard you’re 
muscling them round, and converter BBs 
mean they fit threaded or BB86/BB92 
bottom brackets which are normally limited 
to 24mm axles. Shifting is excellent and 
bearing and chainring longevity are already 
the benchmark even in grim UK weather. 
Both BCD sizes are available, giving 46/36, 
50/34, 52/36 or 53/39 options.

HIGHS
Durability, stiffness 
and compatibility

LOWS
Durability and 

stiffness add weight

SHIMANO 105 �£120

Weight 759g  Crank length 175mm 
Chainrings 52/36  Axle 24mm steel   
 
If there’s a version to suit you, 105 
delivers all Shimano’s latest innovations 
at a bargain price. The four-arm spider 
and seamlessly synching 3D formed rings 
are asymmetric to support the rings in 
their highest load phase. A composite 
web bonded onto the back of the big ring 
creates an impressively solid feeling crank. 
Weight is reasonable, shifting quality 
excellent and installation in Shimano’s long 
running bearings is easy. Only expensive 
Shimano rings will fit, though, and complete 
chainsets are currently 50/34 or 52/36 with 
no triple ring or BB30 axle option.

SRAM RIVAL 22   �£145

Weight 883g  Crank length 175mm 
Chainrings 52/36  Axle 24mm steel 
SRAM’s mid price crankset works okay 
but is weighty. Rival uses similar deep 
machine sculpted X Glide R chainrings as 
Force for easy shifting function, and the 
similar scooped-back, removable spider 
means stiffness is decent, with reasonable 
if not dramatically rigid power transfer. The 
110mm BCD spider is available in 50/34, 
52/36 and 46/36 cyclo-cross formats and 
can even be switched for a CX1 single ring 
spider. The solid forged, hollow backed 
cranks are significantly heavier than its 
obvious competitor, Shimano 105, and the 
BB30 version is even weightier.

SRAM FORCE 22  �£232

Weight 709g  Crank length 175mm 
Chainrings 52/36  Axle 24mm steel 

With its broad gloss carbon arms, forged 
removable spider and laser-etched X Glide 
R chainrings, SRAM’s Force is a very good 
looking chainset. Shifting performance is 
clean and prompt, it’s lighter than similar 
priced alloy competitors and the £260 
BB30 version is a few grams lighter still. 
Both 110mm and 130mm BCD five-armed 
spiders mean 53/39, 50/34, 52/36 and 
46/36 cyclo-cross options, and it can 
be switched for a CX1 single ring spider. 
Stiffness is okay if not outstanding under 
full gas power, confirmed by independent 
testing we’ve seen.
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